This study group aims to share problematics and build possible solutions in the study of people's behavior in ancient times where there is no explicit source, considering particularly ancient religious contexts.

The main questions are: How and to what degree of certainty can we asset emotion, behavior and generally religious experiences from the ancient archeological and written material?

Thus, the topics that we are discussing include: resonance and its application for antiquity; semiotics; sensoriality; materiality; object agency; inner comparison; monumentality; reconstruction of rituals.

The meetings will also deal with specific aspects of the projects of the participants –all of them focused on antiquity– laboratory on methodologies (practical application of methodologies and theories using our research projects as test ground), research ideas and how they can be applied to our fields of study.

Contacts:
Elena Malagoli: maddellaio@gmail.com
Rafael Barroso Romero: rafaelab@ucm.es